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Nov 11, 2021 · Cash-strapped developer China Evergrande Group once again averted a destabilizing default with a last minute bond payment but the reprieve did little to alleviate strains in the country's wider

Dec 08, 2021 · Find the latest business news on Wall Street, jobs and the economy, the housing market, personal finance and money investments and much more on ABC News
Nov 24, 2021 · (Refiles to add dropped word "nitrogen" in paragraph 7) By Rod Nickel. Nov 24 (Reuters) - A global shortage of nitrogen fertilizer is driving prices to record levels, prompting North America's farmers to delay purchases and raising the risk of a spring scramble to apply the crop nutrient before planting season.

Oct 01, 2012 · Late last month, China announced that it would use surveillance drones to monitor a group of uninhabited islands in the South China Sea that are controlled by Japan but claimed by China and Taiwan.

Nov 26, 2021 · Second, China’s expanded economic and human capital investments in often unstable regions of the world require an enhanced military presence. China discovered this to its cost in 2011 when it had to scramble to evacuate its citizens from war-torn Libya.

Nov 24, 2021 · In the third scramble for Africa, the German city of Berlin will feature as significantly as it did in the first and second. If the erection of the Berlin wall in …

Dec 01, 1993 · If its economic growth continues, the rise of China will be the most important change in the global economic, political and military balance of the next century. This growth will be accompanied by environmental degradation, an activist foreign policy, and even military adventures. Yet the pervasive tendency to blame China, and the current regime in particular, …

The Scramble for Africa, also called the Partition of Africa, or the Conquest of Africa, was the invasion, occupation, division, and colonization of most of Africa by seven Western European powers during a short period known to historians as the New Imperialism (between 1881 and 1914). The 10 percent of Africa that was under formal European control in 1870 increased to …

The Scramble for Africa (or the Race for Africa) was the proliferation of conflicting European claims to African territory during the New Imperialism period, between the 1880s and the start of World War I. The latter half of the nineteenth century saw the transition from the "informal" imperialism of control through military influence and economic dominance to that of direct rule.

Nov 20, 2021 · China's Foreign Ministry is maintaining it is not aware of the controversy surrounding Peng Shuai, the tennis professional who disappeared after accusing a former top official of sexually...

Nov 26, 2021 · Sports stars scramble to flee 'super-mutant Covid strain South African sport looks set to be facing yet another shutdown after reports of a new strain of the virus which has led to fears that it may be the most vaccine-resistant variant yet, and
prompted the likes of the UK, Singapore and Japan to ban flights from South Africa and a host of

Dec 02, 2021 · The Scramble for EV Battery Metals Is Just Beginning Global miners have an opportunity to sell ESG-friendly natural resources to the automotive and energy industries, but it will require investment

Nov 28, 2021 · BERLIN (AP) – Australia on Sunday became the latest country to detect the omicron variant of the coronavirus in travelers who arrived from southern Africa, while Israel decided to bar entry to foreign nationals – the toughest of a growing raft of curbs imposed by nations around the world as they scramble to slow its spread.

Dec 06, 2021 · China / Science In Taiwan, officials and environmentalists are scrambling to stop a cane toad invasion “It never occurred to them that this is …

Nov 28, 2021 · --WHO classified the latest variant B.1.1.529 of SARS-CoV-2, now named Omicron, as a "Variant of Concern". --South Africa saw infections increasing steeply in recent weeks, which has coincided with the detection of B.1.1.529 variant. The newly-discovered Omicron variant of COVID-19 in South Africa

Dec 06, 2021 · Communist China has officials in the Biden administration scrambling as classified U.S. intelligence reportedly shows that China is pushing to build a military base on the Atlantic Ocean, which poses a major threat to U.S. national security.

Nov 27, 2021 · BRUSSELS (AP) – Nearly two years into the COVID-19 pandemic, the world is racing to contain a new coronavirus variant potentially more dangerous than the one that has fueled relentless waves of infection on nearly every continent. A World Health Organization panel named the variant “omicron” and classified it as a highly transmissible virus of […]

Oct 27, 2021 · The logjam at America's two largest ports has shown no sign of improving, despite President Biden's announcement earlier this month that both facilities were moving to a …

Nov 23, 2021 · Russia's defense chief on Tuesday signed a roadmap for closer military ties with China, pointing to increasingly frequent U.S. strategic bomber flights near both countries' borders. During a video call, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and his Chinese counterpart Wei Fenghe “expressed a shared interest in stepping up strategic military exercises and joint patrols by …

Dec 20, 2021 · Dems scramble, seethe after Manchin kills climate bill U.S. climate envoy John Kerry pushed China, India, Russia and several other large emitters to step up their climate mitigation
The training regiment is also used to train pilots from foreign air forces. Because of its location in the south-west corner of China this airbase is used for brigade size deployments of fighter and ground attack aircraft as well as special mission Y-8/Y-9 aircraft and UAVs. For this reason in 2020 a second runway was build, to be used by

Dec 01, 2021 · China’s COVID strategy “Omicron is a booster shot for Covid Zero,” said Huang Yanzhong, a senior fellow for global health at the New York-based Council on Foreign Relations.“If Western

Dec 01, 2021 · After vowing to keep out Covid, China doesn’t have many options. The country’s approach is a one-size-fits-all strategy, said Nicholas Thomas, an associate professor at the City University of Hong Kong who has edited several books on foreign policy and public health. The lack of efficient vaccines gives China little room to maneuver, he said.

Dec 07, 2021 · China has accused the United States of violating the Olympic spirit by announcing an American diplomatic boycott of February’s Beijing Winter Games. The US is attempting to interfere with the Beijing Winter Olympics “out of ideological prejudice and based on lies and rumors,” Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian told reporters at a

Dec 20, 2021 · If the mine begins production, it could help reduce U.S. reliance on foreign lithium and increase supplies at a time when demand for the mineral is surging. The U.S. has roughly 750,000 metric tons of lithium that can be mined, but it produces very little and imports tens of thousands of metric tons worth from Argentina, Chile, China and Russia

Oct 11, 2018 · The Colonization of Africa: During the 19th-20th centuries, the African continent was colonized mainly by European powers like Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, and Russia. There was a scramble for Africa, which finally led of the decolonization of Africa as well.

Welcome to Watching China in Europe, a monthly update from GMF’s Asia Program. Now more than ever, the transatlantic partners need clarity and cohesion when it comes to China policy. In this monthly newsletter, Noah Barkin—a senior visiting fellow at GMF and managing editor at Rhodium Group—will provide his personal observations and analysis on the most pressing ...

Nov 24, 2021 · China’s Foreign Ministry claimed to be unaware of the situation on Friday but has now switched to accusing others of politicizing it. The main propaganda campaign was run through state- or party
A World Health Organization panel named the variant “omicron” and classified it as a highly transmissible virus of concern, the same category that includes the predominant delta variant, which is still a scourge driving higher cases of sickness and death in Europe and parts of the United States.

Fighter jets are seen on China's aircraft carrier Liaoning during a military drill of the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Navy in the East China Sea on April 20, 2018.

Tel Aviv is a vocal opponent of the restoration of the 2015 nuclear accord. Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett called on world powers to take a hard line against Iran during the current round of Vienna talks which aim to revive the Joint Comprehensive Plan of …

House and Senate Democrats say they are not giving up on passing President Joe Biden’s Build Back Better legislation just one day after centrist Sen. Joe Manchin dealt a crippling blow to the...
Taiwan's Foreign Minister warns his nation is preparing for war with China and urges Australia to increase intelligence sharing and security cooperation as Beijing intensifies a …

In history of Europe: The scramble for colonies Large parts of China had been under foreign occupation for up to 14 years and—like Russia after World War I—still faced several years of destructive civil war. Indeed, World War II had laid waste every major industrial region of the globe except North America. The result was that…

U.S. lawmakers are acting with increased concern as Chinese purchasers are buying tens of thousands of acres of U.S. farmland. As of the start of 2020, Chinese investors owned about 192,000 acres of U.S. agricultural land valued at about $1.9 billion, according to Politico. While Chinese land ownership in the U.S. is less than that of other foreign nations, …

China plans to focus on 10 key tasks to improve its foreign trade amid new opportunities and challenges during 2021 to 2025, aiming to achieve high-quality development in the period, according to